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To Whom it May Concern,
As a voting constituent of Qld, I wish to make my views known.  I oppose the proposition of
extending the emergency bill.  Let it expire and let us get our lives and communities back into
order.  We do not need overarching emergency powers to be held by the Health Minister or any
other government official.  We need to rebuild our lives and to decide what is best for our own
health. 
The impact of communist like mandates has been devasting, ripping people from their
professions leaving massive staff shortage and forcing people, not of their own free consent, but
by undue pressure to submit to a vaccination for something that has turned out to be quite mild
for the majority of Queenslanders.  This undue pressure of forced vaccination has caused
personal trauma and also to some through adverse reactions physical trauma.  It needs to stop.
The data we have been shown over the this period has been inflated and  incorrectly reported
on.  The relentless fear campaign by daily updates and tally counts and constant media coverage
needs to stop.  People are living in fear and our nervous systems have been on high alert for too
long.  Let it end.  Let things try to get back to normal.
Forced segregation of communities and children has been heartbreaking.  Allowing some
Queenslanders and their families to enter and participate in some activities whilst excluding
other is shameful and I am embarrassed to be Australian over this.  We have a group of dance
students at our local dance school who are unable to compete in upcoming dance eisteddfods
dues to the venues requiring all to be vaccinated!  How is this ok?  These are children!  Asking
people to show proof of vaccination for something that does nothing to stop transmission is
ridiculous. 
End these powers, end this emergency bill and let Queenslanders take back their own health,
their own communities and lives.
Kerris Hore
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